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4  Do you know the appropriate actions  
in immediately after an earthquake? 

 
 

１ Put out any open flames. Shut off a gas valve. 
２ Unplug electric appliances. And shut off a circuit breaker until you confirm no risk of a voltage leak.
３ Take emergency actions for things which are about to fall or drop down. 
４ Give first-aid if there is an injured person. Ask for help as necessary. 
５ Listen to the car radio to obtain the situation while driving. 

Leave a note written your contact information and ignition key attached when evacuating.  
Then take your car registration with you and evacuate on foot.  
Park your car on the left avoid drive way and sidewalk as much as possible so as not to block 
evacuees or emergency vehicles. 

＜If a fire breaks out＞  
１ If a fire breaks out, inform others in a loud voice. Or use the fire alarm. 
２ Put out a fire with buckets of water, extinguishers, and fire hydrants and so on. 
３ If the fire reaches the ceiling, seek refuge outdoors immediately. 
   Shut doors and windows to prevent the fire from spreading in some cases. 

 
Shut off the circuit breaker when evacuating. 
The fire may occur by electricity in case of breaking or full of with gas in the room when electricity was 

restored. 
 
＜If you find risks, such as collapse of a building,＞  
１ Inform others in a loud voice immediately. 
２ Contact a staff in charge based on “The emergency contact communication network”. 
３ Keep away from the hazardous areas. 
４ If there are seriously injured people, call the fire service number 119 
     
Wear comfortable shoes (athletic shoes) to avoid injury when evacuating. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preparation for emergency

For the prevention of second disaster, put out fires immediately, open doors to secure 
an exit, shut off a circuit breaker, wear comfortable shoes, and go to the safety place 
outside in preparation for aftershocks.  


